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dogs and fog, sound columns.

Four columnar sculptures, half object- half sculptures, these works emit a repetitive sound track, with 
the repetition of chant meaning both affirms and loosens, these works exist as something discrete and 
known while occupying a space of ambiguity- opening to many orientations and readings.  

Here the visual and audible hold space, through repetition accumulating meaning.

Words are expelled into song as breath determines the lengthening and shortening of these phrases.  

It is the phrasing of sound and how that sound gives structure to emotive conditions that excites me. I am 
interested in the structure of a sentence. The effect that this shape has on the body and how a body can 
inform this shape with voice and movement.

evacuated figure

Resting on a slim blue plinth  fashioned after a reclining human body simultaneously evokes presence 
and evacuation of form.
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one of two wholes (barriers)

Working with mobile walls and partitions in the past, I have always been interested in how architecture, 
and architecture as embodiment of social, cultural and political structures, moves bodies, and creates 
frames by both inhibiting, and allowing for, space and agency, or lack thereof, of bodies and movement. 
The barriers were conceived thinking directly about how a mobile wall could also be a discrete object, or, 
how movement and structure could be held within an sculptural object - movement as implied as well as 
directed, structure as formal as well as social.

I was investigating how formal considerations such as scale and material can inherently navigate the 
body, as well as how social construct and common or cultural association also serve to navigate the 
body and its course of movement.

These pieces can stand alone but they were conceived of together. Titling both pieces, One of Two 
Wholes, I also wanted to remove the direct social construct bringing the ‘barriers’ back to formal sculp-
tural objects.

This is not a barrier and half of a barrier, because in fact neither of the objects are barriers, but rather 
two whole sculptures.

Working with two units, I was interested in the play of the space between the two forms and the space 
around, beside, behind - what does it mean to pass through? to pass by? to not pass at all?

Every barrier, wall or structure is made up of smaller units and thus there is always a break and the 
possibility of an opening.
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